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ΠΑΝΕΛΛΑΔΙΚΕΣ ΕΞΕΤΑΣΕΙΣ
ΠΑΡΑΣΚΕΥΗ 21 ΙΟΥΝΙΟΥ 2019
ΑΠΑΝΤΗΣΕΙΣ ΣΤΟ EIΔΙΚΟ ΜΑΘΗΜΑ:
ΑΓΓΛΙΚΑ
Α1.
1. EMPATHY: THE KEY TO SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
2. Empathy is the combination of social and emotional skills, the way we understand other
people and how we build relationships in social aspects.
3. Through empathy, we can create relationships, face difficulties, understand others in all
aspects of social and family life, thus becoming better humans and citizens, helping the
society to evolve.
A2.
4. B, 5. C, 6. C, 7. B, 8. B, 9. A
B.
B1.
10. exhilarating, 11. Anxiety, 12. Concerns, 13. Inherently, 14.properly
B2.
15. it hadn’t, 16. my/me having, 17. no means, 18. regret not, 19.long before
B3.
20. C, 21. F, 22. A, 23. E, 24. D
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WRITING
Dear Greta,
I’ m writing to tell you how much I admired your work and effort on combating environmental
issues. Your actions have inspired me so much that I am changing my habits immidiately.
First of all, I believe that people of your age don’t show the courage that you have shown
when addressing these crucial issues in front of politicians and people in power. You must be
a very hardworking person, with ideals and values that exceed the beliefs of your peers. For
this reason, not only are you a role model for the rest of teenagers, bur for people of all
ages as well. You have been an inspiration for all of us and I want to show you my support.
Secondly, I’ d like to tell you about my actions from now on. I am thinking of recycling more
every day. Thankfully, there are many recycling bins in my neighbourhood where I can put my
recyclable items away. Also, I am going to drive less and use the means of transport, since
this will help reduce the fumes that cars exhaust and create the rise in temperatures.
Carpooling, or walking is the best and easiest way I can help your cause!
Thank you for your time, I hope we all follow your steps and make a better world!
Take care,
Alex
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